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Abstract. This paper presents attacks that clearly violate the explicit security claims of 11 of the
14 second-round submissions to the SHA-3 competition: Blue Midnight Wish, ECHO, Fugue, Grøstl,
Hamsi, JH, Keccak, Shabal, SHAvite-3, SIMD, and Skein. The attacks are structured-first-preimage
attacks, the most devastating type of hash-function attack. The attacks use a quantum computer, but
not a particularly large quantum computer. The attacks are not instantaneous, but they are much
faster than the minimum attack cost claimed in the submission documents.
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Introduction

NIST’s call for SHA-3 submissions required each submission to contain, among other things,
security claims:
2.B.4 A statement of the expected strength (i.e., work factor) of the
algorithm shall be included, along with any supporting rationale, for
each of the security requirements specified in sections 4.A.ii and 4.A.iii,
and for each message digest size specified in section 3.
The security requirements include collision resistance, preimage resistance, etc. The specified
output sizes are “224, 256, 384, and 512 bits.” Most, although not all, of the second-round
SHA-3 submissions obey this requirement and contain explicit claims of preimage resistance
for 224-bit output, 256-bit output, 384-bit output, and 512-bit output.
This document disproves the claims of preimage resistance for Blue Midnight Wish,
ECHO, Fugue, Grøstl, Hamsi, JH, Keccak, Shabal, SHAvite-3, SIMD, and Skein. Specifically,
this document presents attacks finding preimages in each of these hash functions using time
much, much, much smaller than 2224 : specifically, using only about 2112 simple operations.
The exponent gap is so large that it cannot be explained by the difference between “224
bits” and “approximately 224 bits.”
The attacks are more powerful than first-preimage attacks: they are structured-firstpreimage attacks, finding first preimages with practically any format desired by the attacker.
This type of attack is a complete break, trivially allowing the attacker to carry out every
other standard attack notion in the literature: for example, being able to find structured first
preimages implies being able to find second preimages.
?
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The attacks rely on a quantum computer, but not a large quantum computer; the required
size is discussed later. The attacks do not raise any issues of parallelism, large-scale error
correction, etc. Building a quantum computer that carries out 2112 simple operations is of
course a highly nontrivial engineering challenge, but one can reasonably argue that this
challenge will be met within the lifetime of SHA-3, whereas building any sort of computer
that carries out 2224 simple operations is obviously not possible for the foreseeable future.
To summarize: Blue Midnight Wish, ECHO, Fugue, Grøstl, Hamsi, JH, Keccak, Shabal,
SHAvite-3, SIMD, and Skein each claim 2224 preimage resistance but are in fact breakable
with only 2112 simple operations. Similar comments apply to other output sizes, but those
attacks are slower than 2112 simple operations and therefore less threatening than the attacks
discussed in this document.
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Security claims made by Blue Midnight Wish, ECHO, Fugue,
Grøstl, Hamsi, JH, Keccak, Shabal, SHAvite-3, SIMD, and
Skein

The Blue Midnight Wish submission [13, Section 3.8, “Statements about security, support
for applications, HMACs and randomized hashing”] contains the following columns in Table
3.8, “Cryptographic strength of the Blue Midnight Wish”:
Algorithm abbreviation · · · Work factor for finding a preimage · · ·
BMW224
···
≈ 2224
···
256
BMW256
···
≈2
···
384
BMW384
···
≈2
···
BMW512
···
≈ 2512
···
This is, in particular, a claim that finding preimages in 224-bit BMW has a “work factor”
of ≈ 2224 . There is no warning regarding the impact of quantum computers: BMW claims
security against all methods of “finding a preimage,” not just pre-quantum methods.
The ECHO submission [3, Part III, “Security claims and analysis”] contains the following
claims:
When ECHO is used to generate a hash output of n bits, where n takes
the values 224, 256, 384, and 512 bits, we claim that . . . the work effort
to compromise preimage resistance is 2n operations . . .
This is, in particular, a claim that finding preimages in 224-bit ECHO takes 2224 “operations.”
There is no warning regarding the impact of quantum computers: ECHO claims “preimage
resistance,” not merely pre-quantum preimage resistance.
The Fugue submission [15, Section 1.2, “Statement of expected strength”] contains the
following claim:
We expect that the best attacks against Fugue are the generic ones.
That is, the best collision attack against Fugue-X will have work factor
of 2X/2 , and the best pre-image and second-pre-image attacks will have
work factor of 2X .

This is, in particular, a claim that finding preimages in 224-bit Fugue has “work factor” 2224 .
There is no warning regarding the impact of quantum computers: Fugue claims security
against all “pre-image attacks,” not merely pre-quantum pre-image attacks.
The Grøstl submission [12, Section 6.5, “Security claims and summary of known attacks”]
contains the following claim:
With the number of rounds proposed in Section 3.4.6, we claim the following security levels for the Grøstl-n hash function. In the second preimage
attack, the first preimage is assumed to be of length at most 2k blocks.
Attack type Claimed complexity Best known attack
..
.
Preimage
..
.

2n

2n

This is, in particular, a claim that finding preimages in 224-bit Grøstl has “complexity” 2224 .
There is no warning regarding the impact of quantum computers: Grøstl claims security
against any “Preimage” attack, not merely pre-quantum preimage attacks.
The Hamsi submission [16, Section 2.1] contains the following table:
Table 2.1: Hamsi variants and security claims
Variant
· · · Collision resistance Preimage resistance · · ·
..
.
Hamsi-224 · · ·
..
.

112

224

···

The table entries are separately defined as being in “bits,” and it is clear to the reader
that b bits of security mean that attacks use 2b operations. This is, in particular, a claim
of 2224 preimage resistance for 224-bit Hamsi. There is no warning regarding the impact of
quantum computers: Hamsi claims “preimage resistance,” not merely pre-quantum preimage
resistance.
The JH submission [19, Section 9, “Security analysis of JH”] contains the following table:
The security of JH hash algorithms are stated below . . .
collision second-preimage preimage
JH-224 2112
2224
2224
JH-256 2128
2256
2256
192
384
JH-384 2
2
2384
JH-512 2256
2512−log2 l
2512
This is, in particular, a claim of 2224 security against preimages for 224-bit JH. There is
no warning regarding the impact of quantum computers: JH claims security against any
“preimage” attack, not merely pre-quantum preimage attacks.
The Keccak submission [6, Section 6.1.2] contains the following claim:
For the first four Keccak candidates with fixed digest length, the output
length n satisfies n = c/2. This means that using Keccak as a hash

function provides collision resistance of 2n/2 , (second) preimage resistance
of 2n and resistance to length-extension.
This is, in particular, a claim of 2224 preimage resistance for 224-bit Keccak. There is no
warning regarding the impact of quantum computers: Keccak claims “preimage resistance,”
not merely pre-quantum preimage resistance.
The Shabal submission [8, Part 2.B.4, “A statement of the expected strength”] contains
the following claim in Section 10.2, “Preimage resistance”:
Security Claim 2. For any `h ∈ {192, 224, 256, 384, 512}, any preimage
attack against Shabal with `h -bit message digests requires at least 2`h
calls to the message round function.
This is, in particular, a claim that at least 2224 “calls to the message round function” are
required for a preimage attack against 224-bit Shabal. There is no warning regarding the
impact of quantum computers: Shabal claims security against “any preimage attack,” not
merely pre-quantum preimage attacks.
The SHAvite-3 submission [7, Section 3.4.4, “Security against second preimage attacks”]
contains the following claim (which must be read together with the separate statement that
SHAvite-3 “is a HAIFA hash function”):
HAIFA offers full security against second preimage attacks, i.e., finding a
second preimage or a chosen target preimage of an m-bit digest requires
2m compression functions calls.
This is, in particular, a claim that at least 2224 “compression functions calls” are required
for a preimage attack against 224-bit SHAvite-3. There is no warning regarding the impact
of quantum computers: SHAvite-3 claims security against any method of “finding a second
preimage,” not merely pre-quantum methods.
The SIMD submission [17, Chapter 3, “Expected strength”] contains the following claim:
In particular this means that we believe that a collision attack on SIMDn has a complexity of 2n/2 , and a preimage or second preimage attack
has a complexity of 2n .
This is, in particular, a claim of “complexity” 2224 for any preimage attack against 224bit SIMD. There is no warning regarding the impact of quantum computers: SIMD claims
security against any “preimage attack,” not merely pre-quantum attacks.
The Skein submission [11, Section 6.1, “Basic security claims for Skein”] contains the
following claim:
Below, we write n for the state size, and m for the minimum of state and
output size. We claim the following levels of security against standard
attacks:
• First preimage resistance up to 2m .
• Second preimage resistance up to 2m .
• Collision resistance up to 2m/2 .
• ...
This is, in particular, a claim of 2224 preimage resistance for 224-bit Skein (whether Skein256-224 or Skein-512-224). There is no warning regarding the impact of quantum computers:
Skein claims “preimage resistance,” not merely pre-quantum preimage resistance.
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Attacks violating the security claims for Blue Midnight Wish,
ECHO, Fugue, Grøstl, Hamsi, JH, Keccak, Shabal, SHAvite-3,
SIMD, and Skein

This section presents an attack that finds structured first preimages in 224-bit SIMD using
only about 2112 simple operations on a rather small quantum computer. The main tool in the
attack is Grover’s algorithm [14]; this section borrows heavily from the discussion of Grover’s
algorithm in my paper [5, Section 3]. This section concludes by discussing the other 10 hash
functions.
The attack is parameterized by an attacker-selected structure: a function ϕ that expands a 224-bit string b0 b1 . . . b223 into (e.g.) a 1024-bit string c0 b0 c1 b1 . . . c223 b223 c224 , where
c0 , c1 , . . . , c224 are constant strings that in total contain 800 bits. The attack is given a 224-bit
hash h as output and finds a SIMD preimage of h having the form ϕ(b): i.e., a 224-bit string
b such that SIMD(ϕ(b)) = h. The same attack idea can also handle more general functions
ϕ, although very complicated functions ϕ make the attack more expensive.
Define f (b) as 0 if SIMD(ϕ(b)) = h, and 1 otherwise. The first step in constructing the
attack algorithm is to write down a fully unrolled circuit for this function f . The size of
this circuit is the number of bit operations used by SIMD on a 1024-bit input, minus a few
operations that can be eliminated given the constants in ϕ, plus a few operations to compare
the result to h. To simplify subsequent steps I will assume that the circuit uses only NAND
gates; other gates such as XOR can be expressed as small combinations of NAND gates,
although this is not as efficient as building them directly from transistors.
The next step is to write down a “reversible” circuit for f : a non-erasing circuit built
from Toffoli gates (x, y, z) 7→ (x, y, z + xy) rather than NANDs. This is a standard circuit
transformation, costing small constant factors in the number of input bits and in the size of
the circuit. At this point the circuit size is still within an order of magnitude of the number
of bit operations used by SIMD on a 1024-bit input.
The next step is to convert the circuit into a quantum circuit: replace each bit by a qubit,
and replace each Toffoli gate by a quantum Toffoli gate. This requires reliable qubits, but
not a huge number of them: the total number of qubits is bounded by the total number of
qubit operations, which is still within an order of magnitude of the number of bit operations
used by SIMD on a 1024-bit input. I do not claim that this size is optimal: for example,
many designs of quantum computers do not require full unrolling of the original circuit.
The last step is to combine this quantum circuit with a quantum rotation and a Hadamard
transformation, as explained by Grover in [14]. Iterating the resulting quantum computer
approximately 2224/2 = 2112 times has a good chance of finding a root of f , i.e., a structured
preimage of SIMD. This disproves the claim of 2224 complexity for preimage attacks against
224-bit SIMD.
The attacks on Blue Midnight Wish, ECHO, Fugue, Grøstl, Hamsi, JH, Keccak, Shabal,
SHAvite-3, and Skein are analogous to the above attack on SIMD. Each attack uses approximately 2112 iterations, disproving the 2224 preimage-resistance claims for each of these
functions. The exact complexity of each iteration, and the required number of qubits, varies
somewhat from function to function, but is on a far smaller scale than the 2112 complexity
gap.
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What about BLAKE, CubeHash, and Luffa?

This section discusses the other three second-round SHA-3 submissions, namely BLAKE,
CubeHash, and Luffa.
The BLAKE submission document [2, Section 1.3, “Expected strength”] says
For all BLAKE hash functions, there should be no attack significantly
more efficient than standard bruteforce methods for
• finding collisions, with same or distinct salt
• finding (second) preimages, with arbitrary salt
but does not say what these “standard bruteforce methods” are or how efficient they are.
Given the lack of quantification here, I certainly cannot say that I have disproven the
BLAKE security claims. On the other hand, I don’t think that it was NIST’s intent to allow
such a vague security statement. Users who are aware only of 2224 attacks against 224-bit
hash functions are likely to interpret the BLAKE documentation as claiming 2224 preimage
security, and will be unpleasantly surprised when quantum computers find preimages in
BLAKE using only 2112 simple operations.
Similarly, I have been unable to find a statement of expected strength anywhere in the
Luffa submission documents [9] and [10], so I cannot say that I have disproven the Luffa
security claims. However, I cannot see how the Luffa submission can be viewed as compliant
with NIST requirement 2.B.4. It seems clear that NIST’s intent is for the SHA-3 standard to
explicitly state the security levels provided by (at least) the 224-bit, 256-bit, 384-bit, and 512bit SHA-3 options. Most SHA-3 submissions contain such statements, and those statements
have now been disproven. BLAKE and Luffa evade this only by failing to quantify their
security statements.
CubeHash is the only second-round SHA-3 submission whose 2.B.4 security statements
are (1) explicitly quantified for each of the four required sizes and (2) resistant to quantum
computers. For example, [4] states
224-bit preimage resistance. CubeHash–224 is expected to provide
preimage resistance of approximately 224 bits, but quantum computers
are expected to reduce preimage resistance to approximately 112 bits.
A recent paper by one of the SIMD authors claims that an attack similar to the attack
in Section 3 “violates the expected security of CubeHash.” This claim ignores the explicit
security statements in the CubeHash submission documents. There have been no attacks
violating any of the CubeHash security claims.
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